Tree Planting Detail

Proposed Tree Well Detail

- Unit paver: Type and color to be determined
- Flexible surface ring
- Stake collar insert
- Suspended paver grate system
- Concrete paver grate support curb
- #8 Base course aggregate
- Sand setting bed
- Silva Cell system
- Root ball opening
- 1000 Cubic ft soil volume

Existing Tree Well Detail

- 4" Grate Frame
- 1" Nails for Air and Water
- Cast Iron Grate
- Continuous PVC Wall Supply Line
- Flexible/Steel Pipe Interim Cap
- Continuous Chain Link
- Storm Drain Base
- Chain/Drain Head Nut and Drainage
- Concrete Panel
- Concrete Base
- Flexible/Steel Pipe Interim Cap
- Flexible/Steel Pipe Interim Cap
- #8 Chain Tie
Pattern & Geometry Studies

**Paving Pattern**

- **Existing**

  - Large diamonds and trees define pedestrian promenade
  - Medium diamonds define the transit way
  - 2' wide bands visually define transit way
  - Pattern dissipates at edges

- **Proposed Center Running**

  - Large diamonds and trees define transit way
  - Medium diamonds define the edge of the sidewalk
  - Outside 2' wide bands removed
  - Pattern dissipates at edges

**Pattern & Use**

- **Existing**

  - Sidewalk
  - Transit
  - Median
  - Transit
  - Sidewalk

- **Proposed Center Running**

  - Sidewalk
  - Transit
  - Median
  - Transit
  - Sidewalk
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- Large diamonds and trees define pedestrian promenade
- Medium diamonds define the transit way
- 2' wide bands visually define transit way
- Pattern dissipates at edges
- 4' median removed and sidewalk area expanded
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